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Leslie Williams <exposingcourt@gmail.com>

2008 PUT IN BLOG NOW NOW NOW Fwd: Fw: Email of Pediction--predictions 
1 message

dearborn heights <dearheights@gmail.com> Sun, May 13, 2018 at 12:16 PM
To: exposingcourt@gmail.com

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: "dearborn heights" <dearheights@gmail.com> 
Date: Oct 6, 2017 12:47 PM 
Subject: Fwd: Fw: Email of Pediction--predictions 
To: <exposingcourt@gmail.com> 
Cc:  
 
 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Leslie williams <trojanhiggs@yahoo.com> 
Date: Fri, May 23, 2008 at 9:24 AM 
Subject: Fw: Email of Pediction--predictions 
To: dearheights@gmail.com 
 
 
 
 
----- Forwarded Message ---- 
From: Leslie williams <trojanhiggs@yahoo.com> 
To: trojanhiggs@yahoo.com 
Sent: Sunday, April 20, 2008 7:02:12 PM 
Subject: Email of Pediction 
 
In many of the past email's that I have written I have disclosed true event's that relate many methods that were used for provation-to
bring about intense stress 
Know that they are exposed and their method's are no longer working while at the same time
THe victim of Torture Leslie Karen Williams is completing the timeline of torture while simoutaneously soliciting lawyer's,radio
station's and the ACLU/amongst other avenue's that cannot be detailed in this email.
I have anticipated all of their reactions to their method no longer working,to me completeing the timeline of torture/to me solicting
resources for legal assistance/the anticipation will not be detailed here excluding the fact that they will solicit help thru homeless
agencie's socia service's salvation army or other avenue's of this nature/in order for them to use me to approach these resource's they
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must anonymously create the need for Ms Williams/since need is the key venue here and their old method isnt working they'll try at
least 2 thing's 
1: Steal the money I hide in Ann Arbor
2: stage a incident either aninymously or through either a city worker or a employee of a place I frequent for need's and
hygine/restraunt/movies laundrymat/kroger's/walmart's/bus stop/bus route/campsite/no matter what city-or anywhier at U of M
dearborn or Ann Arbor/or  a public library/they'll use anyone to give the police a reason to approach me wheir they'll look for or invent
a reason to contain me either in a psychiatrice ward were a false diagnosis will be given again or a county resource were things will
be stolen bridge card birth certificate/license/and then a staged event.
The money is getting in the way Of Using Leslie to approach resource's were the need is/again they will stael the money to situate her
in need and use county agencie's to spin and contain the victim into false diagnosis and staged event's thru other patient's or clients.
 

Be a better friend, newshound, and know-it-all with Yahoo! Mobile. Try it now.
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